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Abstract This paper argues that future dialogue systems must be able to retrieve
relevant information from multiple structured and unstructured data sources in order
to generate natural and informative responses, as well as exhibit commonsense
capabilities and flexibility in dialogue management. To this end, we firstly review
recentmethods in document-grounded dialogue systems (DGDS) and commonsense-
enhanced dialogue systems, and then demonstrate how these techniques can be
combined in a unified, commonsense-enhanced document-grounded dialogue system
(CDGDS). As a case study, we use the Task2Dial dataset1, a newly collected
dataset which contains instructional conversations between an information giver
(IG) and information follower (IF) in the cooking domain. We then propose a novel
architecture for commonsense-enhanced document-grounded conversational agents,
demonstrating how to incorporate various sources to synergistically achieve new
capabilities in dialogue systems. Finally, we discuss the implications of our work for
future research in this area.

1 Introduction

Much of the work in dialogue systems has focused on developing task and goal
oriented conversational agents that are capable of completing tasks, such as making
restaurant reservations, ordering transport services and booking travel [1]. Tradi-
tionally, dialogue systems utilise domain-specific database schemas [2] and focused
more on slot-filling response generation. However, encoding all available informa-
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tion can be prohibitive in most domains, as the majority of domain knowledge exists
in some unstructured format, such as documents [3]. DGDS can unlock new capa-
bilities and opportunities for dialogue systems that were not possible before, such
as answering questions based on the information provided in documents, imitating
the human capability of possessing background knowledge. Recent work on DGDS
has focused on question-answering (Q&A) and machine reading comprehension.
For instance, CoQA [4], a Q&A task between two interlocutors who have access to
the same passage, requires the receiver to comprehend the passage in order to ask
questions. Other tasks have focus on commonsense-reasoning. For instance, QuAC
[5] follows a similar setting as CoQA, however, only the receiver has access to the
passage and the questioner asks questions based on the title of the passage alone.
Here, we focus on Task2Dial [6], a new task for CDGDS, which aims at gen-

erating instructions grounded in a document so that the receiver of the instructions
can complete a task. Task2Dial is similar to QuAC in that the information giver (IG)
has access to the underlying document. However, Task2Dial differs from QuAC,
because the information follower (IF) can ask questions for answers which are not
grounded to a specific document, requiring commonsense capabilities by both IG
and IF. Task2Dial requires following steps in a pre-specified order, invoking ev-
ery day communication characteristics, such as asking for clarification, questions
or advice, which may require the use of commonsense knowledge. The proposed
task differs from existing document-grounded tasks, in the sense that it goes beyond
Q&A grounded in a document, as answers might require commonsense knowledge
and the underlying information may not be present in the document. Inspired by
previous work on document-grounded dialogue [3, 7, 8], commonsense-enhanced
natural language generation (NLG) [9, 10] and Q&A [4, 5], neural referring expres-
sions generation [11], concept acquisition [12], and task-based/instructional dialogue
[13], we aim to capture two different types of knowledge: (1) document-level proce-
dural context, i.e. what is the next step; (2) commonsense, i.e. answering questions
that are not available in the document, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Our task is
designed as an instruction-following scenario with an information giver (IG) and an
information follower (IF), inspired partly by the GIVE challenge [13]. The IG has
access to the recipe and gives instructions to the IF. The IG might choose to omit
irrelevant information, simplify the content or provide it as is. The IF will either
’follow’ the task by confirming that they have understood the instruction or ask for
further information. The IG might have to rely on information outside the given
document, in other words the IG will rely on their commonsense to enhance under-
standing and success of the task. To explore this, we propose a novel conversational
agent, ChefBot, to structure and control the flow and type of information provided
to the user from the documents. This requires a cumulative approach to formatting
additional data from documents, i.e structuring and extracting metadata to create ad-
ditional knowledge databases that contain information such as the utility of objects
and alternative ingredients, whilst retaining the underlying sequential structure of
the instructional document [14].
The Task2Dial dataset introduces new challenges for dialogue systems: (1)

generating instructions for task completion requires a flexible dialogue manager,
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Fig. 1 Excerpt from dialogue showing the commonsense handling of hot objects using the
Task2Dial dataset and ChefBot. Left: Commonsense handling of objects. Right: Swapping in-
gredients for appropriate alternatives using custom actions.

as following specific steps in the form of a checklist might invoke discourse phe-
nomena not present in other dialogue styles, such as paraphrasing, as instructional
responses may have been modified from the underlying document, interlocutors may
ask for clarification or alternative steps; (2) hence, this task requires commonsense
knowledge, since questions may not necessarily be grounded in the document; (3)
generating requires planning based on context, as task steps need to be provided
in order; and finally (4) Task2Dial’s human reference texts show more lexical rich-
ness and variation than other document-grounded dialogue datasets. The Task2Dial
dataset contains dialogues with an average 18.15 number of turns and 19.79 tokens
per turn, as compared to 12.94 and 12 respectively in existing datasets. Therefore,
developing a conversational agent based on this new task requires flexible dialogue
management with global and domain specific intents to enhance natural commu-
nication, custom actions to swap ingredients and explain unknown objects; and
rule-based state-tracking for sequential and non-sequential information giving. For
instance, it is not enough for the agent to just "read" the next recipe instruction - the
conversationmight briefly diverge from the current plan to provide information about
an ingredient replacement, and then it will have to correctly resume the previous
conversation.
To this end, our contributions to the field can be summarised as follows:

• We propose a new task, Task2Dial, for commonsense-enhanced document-
grounded dialogue.

• We present a novel dataset for commonsense-enhanced document-grounded dia-
logue.

• We propose a novel conversational agent architecture which considers how ele-
ments of the documents are represented within the dialogue manager, i.e intents,
utterances, entities and actions, and how the data is labeled to enable the system
to follow the sequential logic of a given recipe, while remaining flexible in terms
of topic switch.
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In the next section (Section 2) we refer to the related work. The proceeding
sections cover the task formulation, data curation methodology (Section 6), and
present an analysis of the Task2Dial dataset, and a comparison to related datasets
(Section 4). Finally, Section 5 proposes a novel conversational agent architecture for
addressing the task of CDGD and finally, in Section 6, we discuss the implications
and challenges for the development of instruction-giving dialogue systems for real
world tasks.

2 Related Work

The work presented in this paper focuses on the development of a CDGDS con-
versational Agent for instruction-giving task-based dialogue, which is relevant to
several areas of research on task and goal oriented dialogue, state tracking, docu-
ment grounded dialogue, commonsense reasoning and dialogue management. Next,
we review each of these areas.

2.1 Task and Goal-oriented dialogue

In dialogue management, task-oriented approaches focus on the successful comple-
tion of the individual stages of a task, towards achieving an end goal [15]. Com-
paratively, goal-oriented approaches focus on comparing the outcome or overall
performance against a gold standard [16]. Task and goal oriented dialogue systems
are common in domains such as booking and reservation systems for businesses [17].
However, business models are typically goal-oriented as the instructions are minimal
and the focus is on the outcome [18]. Instead, the Task2Dial task is formulated as
a task-oriented dialogue paradigm to imitate real-world practical scenarios that can
vary in complexity and require adaptability, additional information, clarification and
natural conversation in order to enhance understanding and success.

2.2 Dialogue State Tracking and Planning

Task-based dialogue systems require the user and artificial agent to work synergisti-
cally by following and reciting instructions to achieve a goal. Human-bot conversa-
tional models are defined as follows [19]:

• Single intent and single turn policy: relies solely on question and answer pairs
assuming that the user provides all slot values in a single utterance. This type of
task does not require dialogue state tracking.
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• Single intent and multi-turn policy:Extends the previous conversational model,
however this model can include multiple turns, to fill in missing information.
Historic information is then extracted from all turns and used to structure data.

• Multi-intent and multi-turn policy: the intents can change depending on the
context.

Instruction-giving scenarios follow the multi-intent multi-turn conversational
framework, since they must accommodate knowledge and variability outside of
a linear deterministic model as practical tasks can vary in complexity and the con-
versation can vary based on the interlocutors prior knowledge and experience. In
addition, there is no restriction on the amount of variability introduced into a task,
such as introducing alternate methods, commonsense knowledge and concepts that
change the structure and information within the dialogue. Variability is often reduced
in human-machine scenarios as systems are limited in knowledge and their ability
to respond to questions not seen in training [20], which can result in shortened
responses and fewer questions asked on aspects of the task [21]. This hinders the
system’s ability to ensure that the IF has understood the IGs directions, which may
produce irregular outcomes or result in an incomplete task. Therefore, capturing and
emulating natural variability within the dialogue is crucial for creating robust and
reliable conversational systems for instruction-giving scenarios.
Existing datasets such asMulti-DomainWizard-of-Oz (MultiWOZ) [22], Taskmas-

ter -1 [21], Doc2dial [3] and the Action-Based Conversations Dataset (ABCD) [23]
strictly follow the sequential logic of an instructional document. However, in addition
to grounded information in documents, Task2Dial aims to accommodate questions
and clarification on different aspects of a task that might not be grounded in the doc-
ument. In previous work, the user is limited to the path of the subroutine, however
in Task2Dial, the IF can ask the IG questions at any stage of the task, regardless
of the position within a given sequence and then return to that position after the
question is fulfilled. For example, in a cooking scenario the IF may ask the IG how
to use a certain kitchen utensil. The IG would need to answer this question, then
return to the correct stage in the recipe in order to continue the sequence. This
introduces additional challenges for state-tracking. The conversational agent must
not only generate instructions sequentially, based on the schema of a document, but
also request confirmation to ensure that the user has understood the task and answer
questions outside its pre-defined script. Using document-grounded subroutines to
capture intents that change the direction of a task broadens the interaction between
the IG and IF [23], introduces new challenges for dialogue state-tracking.

2.3 Document-grounded dialogue

DGDS classify unstructured, semi-structured and structured information in docu-
ments to aid understanding human knowledge and interactions, creating greater nat-
uralistic human-computer interactions (HCI) [24]. The aim of DGDS is to formulate
amode of conversation from the information (utterances, turns, context, clarification)
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provided in a document(s) [25]. DGDS are particularly useful in task-oriented and
goal-oriented scenarios as they emulate the natural dialogue flow between the IG and
IF. A recent example of DGDS and closest to our work is Doc2Dial, a multi-domain
DGDS dataset for goal-oriented dialogue modelled on hypothetical dialogue scenes
(dialogue act, a role such as user or agent and a piece of grounding content from a
document) and dialogue flows (a sequence of dialogue scenes) to simulate realistic
interactions between a user and machine agent in information seeking settings [3].
DoQA [26] contains domain specific Q&A dialogues in three domains including
cooking, where users can ask for recommendations/instructions regarding a specific
task, although the task does not involve providing steps for completing it. Other
document-grounded tasks have been proposed such as MultiWoz [22], Taskmaster-1
[21] and ABCD [23] which demonstrate how DGDS can be configured in end-to-
end pipelines for task-driven dialogue in virtual applications such as online booking
systems. Here, we follow a similar setup as Doc2Dial, however in our proposed task,
we allow users to ask clarification questions, the answers to which are are not nec-
essarily grounded in the document. This consideration is vital in the development
of instruction giving conversational agents as it has implications for the dialogue
pipeline.

2.4 Commonsense-enhanced Dialogue

Commonsense reasoning is the general understanding of our surroundings, situations
and objects, which is essential for many AI applications [27]. Simulating these
perceptual processes in task and goal oriented DGDS generates greater context
and grounding for more human-like comprehension. An example of commonsense
dialogue in a practical task-based scenario is understanding the common storage
locations of objects, or the safe handling and use of objects from their common
attributes i.e. a handle, knob or grip. Commonsense dialogue is highly contextual:
In Question Answering in Context (QuAC) [5], dialogues are constructed from
Wikipedia articles interpreted by a teacher. A student is given the title of the article
and asks the teacher questions on the subject from prior knowledge, the teacher
responds to the students’ questions using the information in the document. This mode
of question answering (Q&A) development is more naturalistic and grounded than
previous methods as the challenges of understanding the information is ingrained
in the dialogue from the underlying context. Similarly, the Conversational Question
Answering Challenge (CoQA) dataset [4] is formulated on a rationale, scenario
and conversation topic, and the Q&As pairs are extracted from this data. This
methodology is used in the Task2Dial dataset as it provides greater co-reference and
pragmatic reasoning within the dialogue for enhanced comprehension as shown in
Figure 1.
In human-human IG/IF tasks, the IG may have prior knowledge of appropriate

alternative methods, components and tools that can be used in a task that are not
mentioned in the instructions. This information is vital if the IF has missing compo-
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nents or requires clarification on aspects of the task that are not clearly represented in
the document. Variability is problematic to capture in DGDS alone as hypothetical
scenarios in documents cannot account for all the potential issues in practice [28].
Thus, the ability to ask questions that are not available in the document is crucial
when conducting real-world tasks due to the changeable conditions, complexity of
the task and availability of components. This is particularly important in cooking
tasks (as well as other instruction giving tasks) as the user may not have all the in-
gredients stated in a recipe, but may have access to alternative items that can be used
instead. This approach can also be used in other domains such as maintenance or
construction tasks if the user does not have a specific tool but has access to a suitable
alternative tool without knowing it. This inevitably introduces new challenges for
dialogue systems as commonsense-related intents and actions need to be introduced
in the dialogue system. Task2Dial moves away from the closed knowledge base/s in
DGDS into incorporating multiple sources of information to broaden the adaptabil-
ity and application of DGDS. This is achieved by developing additional resources
that list alternative ingredients to those mentioned in the metadata from the original
recipes, as well as instructions on how to use cookery tools. Appropriate alternative
ingredients were collected and verified using certified online cooking resources that
provide food alternatives.

2.5 Dialogue Management

Dialogue managers are used to structure data, control the flow of a conversation and
the way in which information is delivered to the user [29]. There are numerous DM
tools for DGDS, however, it is important to consider the structure of the dataset and
the complexity of the task [30]. Due to the complexity of our cooking scenario, the
DM must be able to read multiple documents, intents, state tracking, paths, entities,
rules and actions to generate responses logically and coherently [14]. The ability
to deploy a DM on different platforms, channels and servers is also an important
consideration for accessibility, usability, data protection and security [31]. Open
source DM tools such as RASA X 2 are particularly useful for task-based dialogue
as the natural language understanding and core dialogue manager’ libraries are
highly configurable for different tasks[32]. This is an important consideration for
handling structured and unstructured data, flexibility in dialogue management i.e,
customisation of features, configuring classifiers, interpreter pipelines for training,
conversation history and managing interaction. This can not be achieved with DM
tools such as Amazon Lex 3 and Google Dialogflow 4 due to system limitations and
restricted user access [33, 34].

2 rasa.com/docs/rasa-x/
3 https://aws.amazon.com/lex/
4 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
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Fig. 2 Original recipe text converted to Task2Dial dialogue.

3 Task2Dial

The proposed task considers the recipe-following scenario with an information giver
(IG) and an information follower (IF), where the IG has access to the recipe and gives
instructions to the IF. The IG might choose to omit irrelevant information, simplify
the content of a recipe or provide it as is. The IF will either follow the task or ask
for further information. The IG might have to rely on information outside the given
document (i.e. commonsense) to enhance understanding and success of the task. In
addition, the IG decides on how to present the recipe steps, i.e. split them into sub-
steps ormerge them together, often diverting from the original number of recipe steps.
The task is regarded successful when the IG has successfully followed/understood
the recipe. Hence, other dialogue-focused metrics, such as the number of turns, are
not appropriate here. Formally, Task2Dial can be defined as follows: Given a recipe
𝑅𝑖 from 𝑅 = 𝑅1, 𝑅2, 𝑅3, ..., 𝑅𝑛, an ontology or ontologies 𝑂𝑖 = 𝑂11, 𝑂2, ..., 𝑂𝑛 of
cooking related concepts, a history of the conversation ℎ, predict the response 𝑟 of
the IG.
The Task2Dial dataset includes (1) a set of recipe documents; and (2) con-

versations between an IG and an IF, which are grounded in the associated recipe
documents. Figure 7 presents sample utterances from a dialogue along with the
associated recipe. It demonstrates some important features of the dataset, such as
mentioning entities not present in the recipe document; re-composition of the original
text to focus on the important steps; and the break down of the recipe into manage-
able and appropriate steps. Following recent efforts in the field to standardise NLG
research [35], we have made the dataset freely available5.

5 www.huggingface.co/datasets/cstrathe435/Task2Dial
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3.1 Data Collection Methodology

The overall data collection methodology is shown in Figure 3 and is described in
detail below.

Fig. 3 Overview of the Task2Dial Dataset Collection.

Pilot Data Collection Prior to data collection, we performed three pilot studies.
In the first, two participants assumed the roles of IG and IF respectively, where the
IG had access to a recipe and provided recipe instructions to the IF (who did not have
access to the recipe) over the phone, recording the session and then transcribing it.
Next, we repeated the process with text-based dialogue through an online platform
following a similar setup, however, the interaction was solely chat-based. The final
study used self-dialogue [21], with one member of the team wrote entire dialogues
assuming both the IF and IG roles. We found that self-dialogue results were proximal
to the results of two person studies. However, time and cost was higher for producing
two person dialogues, with additional time needed for transcribing and correction,
thus, we opted to use self-dialogue.

Creation of a recipe dataset Three open-source and creative commons licensed
cookery websites6 were identified for data extraction, which permit any use or non-
commercial use of data for research purposes [36, 37]. As content submission to the
cooking websites was unrestricted, data appropriateness was ratified by the ratings
and reviews given to each recipe by the public, highly rated recipes with positive
feedback were given preference over recipes with low scores and poor reviews [38].
From this, a list of 353 recipes was compiled and divided amongst the annotators
for the data collection. As mentioned earlier, annotators were asked to take on the
roles of both IF and IG, rather than a multi-turn WoZ approach, to allow flexibility
in the utterances. This approach allowed the annotators additional time to formulate
detailed and concise responses.

Participants Research assistants (RAs) from the School of Computing were
employed on temporary contracts to construct and format the dataset. After an initial

6 (a) www.makebetterfood.com, (b) www.cookeatshare.com, (c) www.bbcgoodfood.com
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meeting to discuss the job role and determine suitability, the RAs were asked to
complete a paid trial, this was evaluated and further advice was given on how to
write dialogues and format the data to ensure high quality. After the successful
completion of the trial, the RAs were permitted to continue with the remainder of
the data collection. To ensure high quality of the dataset, samples of the dialogues
were often reviewed and further feedback was provided.

Instructions to annotators Each annotator was provided with a detailed list of
instructions, an example dialogue and an IF/IG template (see Appendix A). The
annotators were asked to read both the example dialogue and the original recipe to
understand the text, context, composition, translation and annotation. The instruc-
tions included information handling and storage of data, text formatting, meta data
and examples of high-quality and poor dialogues. An administrator was on hand
throughout the data collection to support and guide the annotators. This approach
reduced the amount of low quality dialogues associated with large crowdsourc-
ing platforms that are often discarded post evaluation, as demonstrated in the data
collection of the Doc2Dial dataset [3].

Time ScaleThe data collectionwas scheduled over four weeks. This was to permit
additional time for the annotators to conduct work and study outside of the project.
Unlike crowdsourcing methods, the annotators were given the option to work on the
project flexibly in their spare time and not commit to a specific work pattern or time
schedule.

Ethics An ethics request was submitted for review by the board of ethics at our
university. No personal or other data that may by used to identify an individual was
collected in this study.

Task2Dial Long-form description Unlike previous task and goal oriented
DGDS, the Task2Dial corpus is unique as it is configured for practical IF/IG scenar-
ios as demonstrated in Figure 7. Following [39], we provide a long-form description
of the Task2Dial cooking dataset here.

Curation Rationale Text selection was dependent on the quality of information
provided in the existing recipes. Too little information and the transcription and
interpretation of the text became diffused with missing or incorrect knowledge.
Conversely, providing too much information in the text resulted in a lack of creativity
and commonsense reasoning by the data curators. Thus, the goal of the curation was
to identify text that contained all the relevant information to complete the cooking
task (tools, ingredients, weights, timings, servings) but not in such detail that it
subtracted from the creativity, commonsense and imagination of the annotators.

Language Variety The recipes selected for this dataset were either written in
English or translated into English prior to data collection for ease of the annota-
tors, language understanding and future training for language models. This made the
dataset accessible to all contributors involved in the curation, support and adminis-
tration framework.

Speaker Demographics The recipes are composed by people of different race
/ ethnicity, nationalities, socioeconomic status, abilities, age, gender and language
with significant variation in pronunciations, structure, language and grammar. This
provided the annotators with unique linguistic content for each recipe to interpret
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the data and configure the text into an IF/IG format. To help preserve sociolinguistic
patterns in speech, the data curators retained the underlying language when para-
phrasing, to intercede social and regional dialects with their own interpretation of
the data to enhance lexical richness [40].

Annotator(s) Demographics Undergraduate RAs were recruited through email.
The participants were paid an hourly rate based on a university pay scale which is
above the living wage and corresponds to the real living wage, following ethical
guidelines for responsible innovation [41]. The annotation team was composed of
twomales and one female data curators, under the age of 25 of mixed ethnicity’s with
experience in AI and computing. This minimised the gender bias that is frequently
observed in crowd sourcing platforms [42].

Speech Situation The annotators were given equal workloads, although work-
loads were adjusted accordingly over time per annotator availability tomaximise data
collection. The linguistic modality of the dialogue is semi-structured, synchronous
interactions as existing recipes were used to paraphrase the instructions for the IG.
Following this, the IF responses where created spontaneously following the logical
path of the recipe in the context of the task. The intended audience for the Task2Dial
dataset is broad, catering for people of different ages and abilities. Thus, the dataset
is written in plain English with no jargon or unnecessary commentary to maximise
accessibility.

Text Characteristics The structural characteristics of the Task2Dial dataset is
influenced by real-world cooking scenarios that provide genre, texture and structure
to the dialogues. This provides two important classifications, utterances and intents
that are universal for all task-based datasets and domain specific text that is only
relevant for certain tasks. This data is used when training language models as non-
domain specific sample utterances such as ’I have completed this step’ can be used
to speed up the development of future task-based DGDS.

Recording Quality As mentioned previously, the dialogues in Task2Dial are
text-based.

4 Dataset Analysis

This section presents overall statistics of the Task2Dial dataset. We compare our
dataset to the Doc2Dial dataset, although the latter focuses on a different domain.
Employing research assistants to collect and annotate data rather than using crowd-
sourcing platforms meant that no dialogues were discounted from the dataset. How-
ever, a pre-evaluation check was performed on the dataset before statistical analysis
to reduce spelling and grammatical errors that may affect the results of the lexical
analysis.

Size Table 1 summarises the main descriptive statistics of Task2Dial and
Doc2Dial. The dialogues in Task2Dial contain a significantly higher number of
turns than Doc2Dial dialogues (18.15 as opposed to 12.94). In addition, Task2Dial
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utterances are significantly longer than in Doc2Dial, containing on average more
than 7 tokens.

Dataset #docs #Turns #Tkns/Turn TTR MSTTR
Task2Dial 353 18.15 19.79 0.025 0.84
Doc2Dial 487 12.94 12 0.011 0.86

Table 1 Size and Lexical Richness of the dataset.

Lexical Richness and Variation We further report on the lexical richness and
variation [43], following [44] and [45]. We compute both Type-token ratio (TTR),
i.e. the ratio of the number of word types to the number of words in a text, and the
Mean segmental TTR (MSTTR), which is computed by dividing the corpus into
successive segments of a given length and then calculating the average TTR of all
segments to account for the fact the compared datasets are not of equal size7. All
results are shown in Table 1. We further investigate the distribution of the top-25
most frequent bigrams and trigrams in our dataset as seen in Figure 4. The majority
of both trigrams (75%) and bigrams (59%) is only used once in the dataset, which
creates a challenge to efficiently train on this data. For comparison, in Doc2Dial’s
54% of bigrams and 70% of trigrams are used only once. Infrequent words and
phrases pose a challenge for the development of data-driven dialogue systems as
handling out-of-vocabulary words is a bottleneck.

Fig. 4 Frequencies of trigrams and bigrams in the Task2Dial dataset.

7 TTR and MSTTR have been computed using https://github.com/LSYS/LexicalRichness.
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5 The ChefBot Conversational Agent

ChefBot was created using the RASA X dialogue manager8 to control the dialogue
flow, access external databases which contain information for swapping ingredients,
object explanations, intents, utterances and entities modelled from the dialogues in
the Task2Dial dataset, as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 The pipeline from Task2Dial to ChefBot and the user.

ChefBot System ArchitectureThe system architecture for ChefBot is depicted in
Figure 6 and the technical details of the system are described in this section. The data
folder contains the files that the ChefBot is trained on, these include the IF dialogues
and recipe sequences from theTask2Dial dataset. The rules file contains the directives
for intents, paths and state tracking. The actions folder holds the entities files which
are the external datasets and rules for alternative ingredients and object explanations.
When a model is trained, it is stored in the models folder. Similarly, if a path is
changed or corrected during a session, i.e using RASA interactive, it is stored in the
test folder. The domain file contains the IG dialogues from the Task2Dial dataset
configured into utterances. This file also contains the classifications for the intents,
entities and actions. The credential’s file contains the parameters for deploying the
system on channels and servers. Similarly, the endpoints file is the data for the custom
actions server for entity extraction. The config file is the interpreter pipeline for the

8 rasa.com/blog/dialogue-policies-rasa-2/
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NLU model that includes the classifiers and policies for training the ChefBot. When
a trained model is loaded into a terminal (such as Anaconda9 or similar), it can
be deployed using the RASA shell or RASA X commands to load the RASA user
interface (UI) on a channel or server, allowing the user to interact with ChefBot.

Fig. 6 ChefBot system architecture.

Data Entry and Formatting Data entry was conducted over a six week period
by project members. Due to the restructuring of data, manual entry was the most
effective way to ensure data from the Task2Dial dataset was formatted and entered
correctly. All 353 recipe documents, alternative food and object databases from the
Task2Dial dataset were successfully uploaded into ChefBot within the designated 6
week period.

Modelling Intents and Utterances ChefBot uses non-domain specific ’user’ re-
sponses from the Task2Dial dataset to model global intents in the dialogue manager,
such as ’I have done this’, ’OK what’s next’ and ’What is the next step’. These global
intents can be used in other task-based dialogue scenarios, such as cleaning and

9 www.anaconda.com/
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maintenance tasks. Domain specific intents are modelled from the user responses
which contain information that is only relevant to the cooking domain. For example,
’I have put the cake in the oven’ or ’I have mixed the ingredients in a bowl’. This
approach is important for enhancing natural communication between the IG and IF
as it allows the IF to give both short and full responses to the IG, proximal to a
genuine human conversation. Within the domain file, the instructions from the IG
were turned into utterances and numerically labelled depending on the position of
the instruction within the sequence of a recipe i.e., r1a, r1b, r1c... etc., as shown in
the example below. This approach creates a sequential order for each recipe which
can be tracked in the DM. This data is used both for state tracking and creating a
dialogue pathway for each recipe.

Example of Modelling User Utterances in ChefBot

utter_r1a: - text: English Muffins takes 180 minutes to cook, serves 16 and con-
tains 7 ingredients, is this ok?

utter_r1b: - text: To cook English Muffins you will need, ’milk’, ’butter’, ’salt’,
’sugar’, ’egg’, ’bread flour’, ’instant yeast’, do you have these ingredients?

utter_r1c: - text: To start with combine 1 and three quarter cups of lukewarm milk,
3 tablespoons of soft butter, one and a half teaspoons of salt, 2 tablespoons of sugar,
one egg, 5 cups of bread flour, and 2 teaspoons of yeast in a large mixing bowl of an
electric stand mixer.

Modelling Dialogue Paths and Conversation HistoryWithin each pathway are
the global and domain specific intents for each recipe that are activated using the
’or’ variable in multi-intent, multi-turn policy, as outlined in the literature review.
This information is important for training the DM to determine the next logical step
in a sequence from the history of the conversation and the path. Custom actions
for alternative ingredients activates if the user answers ’no’ to ’do you have all the
ingredients?’. This initiates the search_rec function and lists the alternative ingredi-
ents for each recipe. The paths are modelled using the IG and IF sequences from the
Task2Dial dataset, as demonstrated below.

Example Recipe Path in ChefBot

- story:
strawberrypienopath //Name of path
steps:
- intent: strawberrypie //Name of recipe from Task2Dial dataset
- action: utter_r2a //First line of the recipe sequence
- or:
- intent: globint //Global intents
- intent: r2 //Domain/recipe specific intents
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- action: utter_r2b //Second line of the recipe sequence
- intent: nomode
- action: utter_ingredients_strawberrypie //Identify missing ingredient’s
- intent: search_rec_r2a // Perform a search for alternative ingredients

Rule-based Tracking and Entity Extraction The frequently asked questions
(FAQ) rule in RASA allows the user to ask questions that may not be represented
within a given form or path. The DM will then answer the question using specific
’FAQ’ labelled intents, and then return to the next or previous step in a sequence, as
shown below. The FAQ labelling facility can also be used to create a list of intents
for context aware entity extraction i,e ’how do I use a’ with entities [cheese knife]
(utensil) within a given FAQ function. This method is less formulaic than using
RASA forms, which requires specified slots to be filled at each stage of a sequence
or sub-sequence. Which is important in ChefBot as we aim to capture the natural
flow of conversation between the IG and IF from the Task2Dial dataset, to enhance
user understanding and accessibility.

Rule-based tracking example

- rule: respond to IF questions
steps:
- intent: utter_faq_questions
- action: search_utensils

External Databases for Alternative Ingredients and Object Descriptions In
ChefBot, additional commonsense-knowledge is modelled in two external databases.
The first is the ability to swap ingredients for appropriate alternatives. It is important
that the alternative ingredients do not alter the procedural context of the recipe.
For example, swapping olive oil for sunflower oil will not change how a recipe
is prepared or cooked. Conversely, changing chicken breast for beef fillet would
require a significant change in the recipe instructions. This would have an impact
on the cooking situation, including; times, food preparation, servings, steps, utensils
and may require additional ingredient’s for cooking or preparation. Therefore, to
avoid unnecessary complications, all alternative ingredients must not significantly
affect the sequence and instructions within a given recipe.
Metadata containing information on the ingredients and utensils used in each

recipe from the task2Dial dataset was extracted. The first dataset was created using
the list of ingredients from each recipe. A google search using cooking and food
health websites was performed to find appropriate alternatives for each ingredient.
Similarly, a list of cooking utensils and kitchen devices was constructed using the
same approach. However, the second dataset also contains object descriptions, ob-
ject comparisons, alternative names for objects, appropriate handling methods and
common storage locations. This data is important as it may not be grounded in
the original documents, but vital for enhancing user understanding. This approach
allows the IG to simplify the content or provide additional information depending
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on the needs of the IF. The two datasets are transformed into custom actions in the
dialogue manager as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Examples of how the additional datasets were handled as custom actions in CheftBot. Left:
utensil explanations. Right: Alternative Ingredients

Using these databases as custom actions allows the user to trigger an action at any
stage of the task from keyword recognition. For instance, in Fig. 6, the key word or
entity extraction are the names of the ingredients and objects. In the intent list, these
entities are given context for example ’how do I use a (fish slice) [object-name]’
or ’what does a (lemon zester) [object-name] look like’. This is important as the
users response may consist of more than one named entity. For instance, ’I do not
know where my (fish slice) is kept or what a (lemon zester) looks like’. Here context
awareness is important for relaying information back to the user in a meaningful
way. This was achieved by using the mutli-intent function in rasa to handle more
than one intent per turn.

ChefBot Demo and RepositoryTrainingChefBot takes approximately 2-3 hours,
so a trained model is supplied in a GitHub repository within the system files for
ease of demonstration 10. A description of the libraries and system requirements
needed to run ChefBot are located in the ’requirements.txt’ file. The provided video
demonstrates how the ChefBot generates dialogue, swaps ingredients, uses global
and domain specific intents, explains the utility of objects and state tracking, using
a random recipe selected from the Task2Dial dataset 11 .

10 github.com/carlstrath/ChefBot
11 https://youtu.be/XoTXraGs5rA
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6 Conclusions & Future Work

This paper demonstrates how commonsense-enhanced document-grounded dialogue
can be modelled for task-based dialogue. As a case study, we used the Task2Dial,
a task-based document-grounded conversation dataset, modelled as an interaction
between an IG and an IF during a cooking task. In this domain, commonsense is
the ability to provide alternative ingredients and provide recommendations on ob-
ject utility, both of which are not present in the cooking instruction dialogues and
require additional knowledge in the form of a database or domain ontology. We
then presented a novel conversational agent architecture, ChefBot, which is able
to flexibly adapt to the changes in dialogue flow. With this research, we extend
previous work in DGDS in order to emulate the unpredictability of human-human
conversations in instruction giving tasks that do not necessarily follow a tight schema
as the sequential structure of instructional documents. Instead, other discourse and
dialogue phenomena might take place such as clarification questions and explana-
tions. We further considered the aforementioned challenges of modelling dialogue
for instruction-giving tasks with a focus on state-tracking, task planning, and com-
monsense reasoning and proposed a new task, model and associated dataset. With
this we demonstrate a more robust approach for DGDS called CDGDS to more
effectively handle real world task-based scenarios and open the door to tasks outside
the cooking domain, such as, general maintenance and furniture assembly.

6.1 Future Work and Open Questions

Our proposed task aims to motivate research for modern dialogue systems that
address the following challenges. Firstly, modern dialogue systems should be flexible
and allow for "off-script" scenarios in order to emulate real-world phenomena, such
as the ones present in human-human communication. This will require new ways
of encoding user intents and new approaches to dialogue management in general.
Secondly, as dialogue systems find different domain applications, the complexity
of the dialogues might increase as well as the reliance of domain knowledge that
can be encoded in structured or unstructured ways, such as documents, databases
etc. Many applications, might require access to different domain knowledge sources
in a course of a dialogue, and as such context selection might prove beneficial in
choosing "what to say" [46]. Finally, as we design more complex dialogue systems,
commonsense will play an essential part, with models required to perform reasoning
with background commonsense knowledge, and generalise to tackle unseen concepts,
similarly to [9]. In the future, we aim to benchmark and evaluate a dialogue system
based on the Task2Dial dataset and the ChefBot [14], and extend this approach to
a human-robot interaction (HRI) scenario. Other interesting directions can include
the exploration of pre-tained models as part of a conversational agent architecture to
eliminate the need to encode knowledge or design domain ontologies [47].
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